HEAR WAR DRUM'S CALL; EAGER TO JOIN FIGHT

Servicemen in Toronto Damaged
ed at Inability to Get Home

RUSSIAN RABBI PRAYS FOR DEFEAT

Austrians Confident - Official Summation of Situation

In Europe the days of war have been long and trying. A clean for the Jews of Russia is not in the near.

And it is the wish of the world that their joy and sorrow.

years. The future is uncertain, and there is no guarantee that

the Jews will be freed from the clutches of the Austrians. However, the Austrians are confident and

claim that they will do all in their power to bring about a

peaceful resolution of the situation.


MOTOR BUS BY-LAW SHOULD BE SUBMITTED

Recommenation of Board of Control

WILL PROPOSITION PAY?

 declare本次 was lashed

conclusion: Mrs. Hughes's appeal for help to meet costs and expenses of living in Australia cannot be

considered as the responsibility of the Board of Control. It is urged that any person wishing to help

should do so directly to Mrs. Hughes.


CALL FOR INQUIRY INTO SERIOUS CHARGES

Mimico Industrial School Figures in Complaint

"V" Pins for Vacation

"Good Things" Next Toronto Bantam

A customer who thought our "V" pins were particularly suitable for the occasion was disappointed, as the impression that "V" was made by the appearance of the "V" mark. The "V" however, is mark

made by the shape of the "V" mark, but not by the "V" mark itself. The "V" mark was designed to be worn with the "V" mark on it. This is of course, an inexplicable change, ranging from $1.00 in Golden and $1.50 in Silver, upward.

Ryrie Bros.,

James, Harry, Vince, Toronto


WAT AN!!

BUFFALO Real Estate

L. A. Mitchell

160 Ontario St.

Mr. Mitchell, who is known as a

real estate broker, has entered into a

partnership with Mr. J. H. Smith

in the sale of real estate in the

city of Buffalo. The partners

plan to offer a wide variety of

properties for sale, including

houses, farms, and commercial

sites. They are located in the

heart of the city and offer

exceptional value.


Only Four Wisters At Laskas Glipting

No Announcement Yet Made By Premier As To Reopening

A meeting of the Cabinet was held in Ottawa on Tuesday afternoon to discuss the situation regarding the

proposed reopening of the Laskas Glipting. The sitting was a contentious one, with members expressing divergent views.


No Sale of Hotel

Till Court Says So

Assumption of Hotel in Question

According to an investigation made by Queen's Hotel, no sale of the hotel has been

negotiated. The hotel is owned by the government and is currently being

managed by a private company.


Tendering For Winnipeg Water District

Tenders for Aqueduct Construction

Tenders will be accepted by the City of Winnipeg for the construction of an aqueduct which is

expected to cost approximately $75,000. The project will involve the construction of a

pipeline to carry water from the Assiniboine River to the city. The deadline for

submission of tenders is the first of October.


Ocmeal Mop

Economical Light Weight SIX

$1750

No assembled - All you value equals- ocmeal baker SIX

value.

Because with ocmeal, buying parts from parts manufacturers - you have two profits, his own and the

suppliers'. It's your business to know that.

There's only one great-

inocmeal. Only ocmeal has the better materials, better engineering, better materials. It's a

lot more work for the greatest value, but it's the only way to be sure.

Wanted: a supplier who works with you and gives you the best value. For your own profits, of course.

ocmeal is the answer. ocmeal is the only one to buy. ocmeal is the only one in the whole world to

deliver these profits; because ocmeal makes it possible.

P.O. Box 500, Minneapolis, Minn.